Fast mass transport through carbon nanotube membranes.
The May 19, 2006 issue of Science included a paper by Holt et al. on "Fast Mass Transport Through Sub-2-Nanometer Carbon Nanotubes". The paper was also featured on the cover, showing methane molecules translating inside a carbon nanotube (CNT). The authors explained how they prepared 2-6-mum thin membranes consisting of double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs) all aligned perpendicular to the apparent membrane surface. These tubes are open at both ends and the space between the tubes is filled with dense Si(3)N(4). Pure gas and water fluxes were measured at room temperature with the application of a small pressure difference. Interpretation of the results led to the conclusion that the membranes showed much higher fluxes than what was estimated from Knudsen gas diffusion and Poiseuille viscous flow models. The membranes have a straight-channel morphology with a narrow pore-size distribution and exceptionally smooth pore walls. The unusual geometry and surface properties make it difficult to compare the membrane's properties with common membranes but there is no question that the mass transport in the aligned DWNTs is fast indeed. To appreciate how fast, we will consider their transport properties starting from the perspective of "conventional" porous membrane technology. Recent molecular dynamics simulations suggest that none of the classic models for gas (Knudsen) and water (Poiseuille) permeation work in a meaningful way for these nanotube membranes, and new models are needed.